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Abstract 
Hromkovic, J., J. Kari and L. Kari, Some hierarchies for the communication complexity measures of 
cooperating grammar systems, Theoretical Computer Science 127 (1994) 123-147. 
We investigate here the descriptional and the computational complexity of parallel communicating 
grammar systems (PCGS). A new descriptional complexity measure - the communication structure 
of the PCGS is introduced and related to the communication complexity (the number of commun- 
ications). Several hierarchies resulting from these complexity measures and some relations between 
the measures are established. The results are obtained due to the development of two lower-bound 
proof techniques for PCGS. The first one is a generalization of pumping lemmas from formal 
language theory and the second one reduces the lower-bound problem for some PCGS to the proof 
of lower bounds on the number of reversals of certain sequential computing models. 
1. Introduction 
Parallel communicating grammar systems (PCGS) represent one of the several 
attempts that have been made for finding a suitable model for parallel computing (see 
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[4] for an algebraic and [6, I] for an automata-theoretic approach). PCGS have been 
introduced in Cl23 as a grammatical model with this aim, trying to involve as few 
nonsyntactic components as possible. 
A PCGS of degree n consists of n separate usual Chomsky grammars working 
simultaneously, each of them starting from its own axiom. Furthermore, each gram- 
mar i can ask from the grammar j the string generated so far. The result of this 
communication is that grammar i includes in its own string the string generated by 
grammarj, and that grammar j returns to its axiom and resumes working. One of the 
grammars is distinguished as a master grammar and the terminal strings generated by 
it constitute the language generated by the PCGS. 
Many variants of PCGS can be defined, depending on the communication protocol 
(see [S]), the type of the grammars involved (see [12,93X and so on. In [8-12,141 
various properties of PCGS have been investigated, including the generative power, 
closure under basic operations, complexity and efficiency. In this paper we restrict 
ourselves to the study of PCGS composed of regular grammars. As no confusion will 
arise, in the sequel we use the more general term PCGS when referring to these 
particular PCGS consisting of regular grammars. 
The most investigated complexity measure for PCGS has been the number of 
grammars the PCGS consists of, which is clearly a descriptional complexity measure. 
We propose, for investigation, two further complexity measures. One is the commun- 
ication structure of the PCGS (the shape of the graph consisting of the communica- 
tion links between the grammars) which can be considered as an alternative descrip- 
tional complexity measure to the number of grammars. This measure may be essential 
for the computational power of the PCGS, as shown also by results established in this 
paper. We consider mostly the following graphs as communication structures: linear 
arrays, rings, trees and directed acyclic graphs. The second complexity measure 
proposed is the number of communications between the grammars during the genera- 
tion procedure. This measure is obviously a computational complexity measure which 
is considered as a function of the length of the word generated. We investigate these 
complexity measures and the relations between them. 
First, in Section 3, we relate these complexity measures to some sequential complex- 
ity measures. It is shown that PCGS with tree communications structure andf(n) 
communication complexity can be simulated in real time by one-way nondeterminis- 
tic multicounter machines with at most 2f(n) reversals. PCGS with acyclic commun- 
ication structure can be simulated in linear time by nondeterministic off-line multitape 
Turing machines. 
The first simulation result is used in Section 4 to prove some lower bounds on the 
communication complexity of tree-PCGS. The lower bounds are achieved due to the 
modification of the lower-bound proof technique on the number of reversals of 
multicounter machines developed in [S, 21. 
The consequences are not only some hierarchies of communciation complexity but 
also the fact that for tree-PCGS the increase of descriptional complexity cannot 
compensate for some small decreases of communication complexity. 
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Section 5, devoted to descriptional complexity measures, involves pumping lemmas 
for PCGS with tree structure, ring structure and with acyclic strructures. This enables 
us to obtain several strong hierarchies on the number of grammars of such PCGS. 
2. Definitions and notations 
We assume the reader familiar with basic definitions and notations in formal 
language theory (see [13]) and we specify only some notions related to PCGS. 
For a vocabulary L’, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by I’ under the 
operation of concatenation, and by 1 the null element. For XE I’*, 1x1 is the length of 
x and if K is a set, (x(~ denotes the number of occurrences of letters of K in x. 
All the grammars appearing in this paper are assumed to be regular, i.e. with 
productions of the form A-+wB, and A+w, where A, B are nonterminals and w is 
a terminal word or the empty word. 
Definition 2.1. A PCGS of degree II, n3 1, is an n-tuple 
where 
l Gi = ( VN, i, Z, Si, Pi), 1 Q i < n, are regular Chomsky grammars satisfying VN, inC = 8 
for all i~(l, 2, . . . . n}, 
l there exists a set Kc (Q1, Q2, . , Q,,} of special symbols, called communication 
symbols, K c U I= 1 VN, i, used in communications as shown below. 
The communication protocol in a PCGS rc is determined by its communication 
graph. The vertices of this directed graph are labeled by G1 , . . , G,. Moreover, for i #j 
there exists an arc starting with Gi and ending with Gj in the communication graph iff 
the communication symbol Qj belongs to the nonterminal vocabulary of Gi. 
An n-tuple (xi, . . . , x, ), where XiEC * (V,, iUA), 1 < i d n, is called a conjiguration. The 
elements xi, 1 <i,<n, will be called components of the configuration. 
We say that the configuration (x,, . . ..x.) directly derives (yi, . . ..y.,) and write 
(x1, . . . . x,)*(yi, . . ..y.) if one of the two cases holds: 
(i) ( XiJK = 0 for all i, 1 d id n, and, for each i, either xi contains a nonterminal and 
Xi * yi in Gi or Xi is a terminal word and Xi=yi. 
(ii) 1 XiJK > 0 for some i, 1 < i < n. 
For each such i, we write xi=ZiQi, where ZisC *. 
(a) If JxjJK=O then yi=ZiXj and yj=Sj. 
(b) If Ixjl,>O then yi=Xi. 
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For all the remaining indexes 1, i.e. for indexes 1, 1 dldn, for which x, does not 
contain communication symbols and QI has not occurred in any of the xi, 1 Q i 6 n, we 
put 4’1=x1. 
Informally, an n-tuple (x1,x2. . . . . x,) directly yields (y,,y,, . . . . y,) if either no 
communication symbol appears in x 1, . . , x, and we have a componentwise deriv- 
ation, Xi * yi in Gi, for each i, 1 di<n, or communication symbols appear and we 
perform a communication step, as these symbols impose: each occurrence of Qi, in xi is 
replaced by Xi,, provided Xi, does not contain further communication symbols. 
A derivation consists of rewriting steps and communication steps. If no communica- 
tion symbol appears in any of the components, we perform a rewriting step which 
consists of a rewriting step performed synchronously in each of the grammars. If one 
of the components is a terminal string, it is left unchanged while the others perform the 
rewriting step. If in one of the components the nonterminal cannot be rewritten any 
more, the derivation is blocked. 
If in any of the components a communication symbol is present, a communication 
step is performed. It consists of replacing all the occurrences of communication 
symbols with the components they refer to, providing these components do not 
contain further communication symbols. If some communication symbols are not 
satisfied in this step, they may be satisfied in one of the next ones. Communication 
steps are performed until no more communication symbols are present. No rewriting 
is allowed if any communication symbol occurs in one of the components. Therefore, 
if circular queries emerge, the derivation is blocked. 
The derivation relation, denoted +*, is the reflexive transitive closure of the 
relation *. The language generated by the system consists of the terminal strings 
generated by the master grammar, G1, regardless the other components (terminal or 
not). 
Definition2.2. L(~)={c(EC*I(S~,...,S,)~*(CI,B~,...,P,)}. 
Of special interest are the centralized PCGS, denoted c-PCGS. In this case, only the 
master grammar can ask for the strings generated by the others. The communication 
graph is therefore a tree (star) consisting of a father and its sons. 
Definition 2.3. A dag-PCGS (tree-PCGS, two-way array-PCGS, one-way array- 
PCGS, two-way ring-PCGS, one-way ring-PCGS) is a PCGS whose communication 
graph is a directed acyclic graph (tree, two-way linear array, one-way linear array, 
two-way ring, one-way ring, respectively). 
Denote by x-PCGS, the class of PCGS of degree n whose communication graph is 
of type x, where xc{c, dag, tree, two-way array, one-way array, two-way ring, one-way 
ring}. Moreover, denote by 9(x-PCGS,) the family of languages generated by 
x-PCGS of degree n whose communication graph is of type x, where x is as defined 
before. 
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If x denotes one of the above communication graphs, x-PCGS,(f(m)) will denote 
the class of PCGS with communication graph of shape x and using at most f(m) 
communication steps to generate any word of length m. (Note that O<f(m)<m.) As 
above, 9(x - PCGS,(f(m))) will denote the family of languages generated by PCGS 
of this type. 
We now give a simple example that shows the generative power of PCGS. 
Example 2.4. Let rr be the PCGS rc=(G1,G2,G3) where 
G,=({Sz), {b), {Sz-tbS,)), 
G,=({S,}, {c), (s3-43 1). 
This is a regular centralized PCGS of degree three and it is easy to see that we have 
which is a non-context-free language. 
We now informally define one-way nondeterministic multicounter machines. The 
formal definition can be found in [3]. A multicounter machine consists of a finite state 
control, a one-way reading head which reads the input from the input tape, and 
a finite number of counters. We regard a counter as an arithmetic register containing 
an integer which may be positive or zero. In one step, a multicounter machine may 
increment or decrement a counter by 1. The action or the choice of actions of the 
machine is determined by the input symbol currently scanned, the state of the machine 
and the sign of each counter: positive or zero. A reversal is a change from increasing to 
decreasing contents of a counter or vice versa. The machine starts with all counters 
empty and accepts if it reaches a final state. 
3. Characterization of PCGS by sequential complexity measures 
In this section we characterize the families of languages generated by PCGS by 
some sequential complexity classes. These characterization depend on the commun- 
ication structure of PCGS and on the communication complexity of PCGS. This 
enables us to obtain some hierarchies for the communication complexity measures of 
PCGS as consequences of some hierarchies for sequential complexity measures. 
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Let us start first with the characterization of tree-PCGS by linear-time non- 
deterministic multicounter machines. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 7c be a tree-PCGS,(f(n))f or some positive integer m and for some 
function f: N +N. Then there exists a linear-time nondeterministic (m - 1)-counter 
automaton M recognizing L(x), with 2f (n) reversals and f (n) zero-tests. 
Proof. Let rt = (G i, . .) G,) be a tree-PCGS,(f(n)). The simulation of K by a real-time 
1 MC(m- 1) machine M is based on the following idea. The finite control of M is used 
to store the description of all regular grammars G 1, . . , G, and to simulate always the 
rewriting of one of the grammars which is responsible for the input part being exactly 
scanned. 
M uses its counters CZ, C3, . . ., C, in the following way which secures that none of 
the grammars G1, . . , G, is used longer than possible in actual situations (configura- 
tions). In each configuration of M and for each ig{2, . . , m) the number C(Ci) stored in 
Ci is the difference between the number of the rewriting steps of Gi already simulated 
by M and the number of simulated rewriting steps of the father of Gi in the 
communication tree (this means that if Gi is asked by its father to give its generated 
word then this word is generated by Gi in at most c(Ci) steps). 
We now describe the simulation. M nondeterministically simulates the work of 7-t by 
using its finite control to simulate alternatively the work of Gi, . , G, and checking in 
real time whether the word generated is exactly the word laying on the input tape. The 
simulation starts by simulating the work of G1 and with the simultaneous comparison 
of the generated terminals with the corresponding terminals on the input tape. During 
this procedure M increases, after each simulated rewriting step of G 1, the content of all 
counters assigned to the sons of G, and does not change the content of any other 
counter. This simulation procedure ends when a communication nonterminal Qi (for 
some i) is generated. Then M starts to simulate the generation procedure of Gi from 
the initial nonterminal of Gi. Now, in each simulation step of M the content of the 
counter Ci is decreased by 1 and the contents of all counters of the sons of Gi are 
increased by 1. If Gi rewrites its nonterminal in a terminal word, then M halts and it 
accepts the input word iff the whole input word has been read. If Ci is empty and Gi 
has produced a nonterminal A in the last step then the control is given to the father of 
Gi (G,) which continues to rewrite from the nonterminal A (if A is not a nonterminal 
of Gi, then M rejects the input), If Gi has produced a communication symbol Qj for 
somej, then the son Gj of Gi is required to continue to generate the input word. The 
simulation continues recursively as described above. 
Obviously, the number of reversals is bounded by 2_/“(n) and the number of 
zero-tests is bounded by,f’(n) because the content of a counter Ci starts to be decreased 
iff the communication symbol Qi was produced. 
Clearly, if there are no rules A-+B, where both A and B are nonterminals, then 
M works in real time. If such rules may be used, then the simulation works in linear 
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time because there exists a constant d such that for each word w~L(rc) there exists 
a derivation of w which generates in each d steps at least one terminal symbol. 0 
Realizing the facts that each l-multicounter machine can be simulated in the same 
time by an off-line multitape Turing machine, and that the contents of counters of 
M from Lemma 3.1 are in 0(/i-~/) for any input w, we get the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. _Y(tree-PCGS)sNTIME(n)nNSPACE(log, n). 
We now consider the general simulation of PCGS by an off-line nondeterministic 
multitape Turing machines. A general PCGS, can be simulated by an m-tape 
nondeterministic Turing machine with the working tapes TL, . . . , T, in the following 
way. Each tape is used to simulate the rewriting work of one grammar. If a grammar 
Gi produces Qj, then the content of the tape rj is copied on the tape Z and the content 
of the tape Tj is rewritten with Sj (the initial nonterminal of Gj). Obviously, we cannot 
assume that this simulation works in linear time. For instance, if one considers the 
systems of two grammars which communicate exactly in each second (even) step and 
the communication alternates (each odd communication flows from the second 
grammar to the first and each even communication flows from the first grammar to 
the second), then some produced terminals can be linear-time copied from one tape to 
the other one and back. Thus, the simulation can require !2(n*) steps. In what follows 
we show that there is a simulation working in linear time for dag-PCGS. 
Theorem 3.3. 22 (dag-PCGS) E NTIME(n). 
Proof. Let TL = (G i , . . . , G,) be a dag-PCGS,. We describe an off-line m-tape nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine M recognizing L(M) in linear time. 
During the whole simulation M stores the actual nonterminals of all Gis in its finite 
control. M uses its tapes Tl, . , T, to store the current words generated by G1 , . , G,, 
respectively, or T may contain the blank symbol B if M has nondeterministically 
decided that the word currently produced by Gi will never be included in the final 
word generated by the dag-PCGS, x (this is to remove the unnecessary transfers from 
one tape to another one). 
The simulation of rt by M runs as follows. At the beginning, M stores the initial 
nonterminals of all grammars in its finite control (state). For each i = 1, . . . , m, M non- 
deterministically decides whether the next word generated by Gi will be a part of the 
final word generated by rt or not. If M decides that the word generated by Gi will be 
a part of the final word, then M will simulate the rewriting procedure of Gi on the tape 
T. If M decides that the word generated by Gi will never be a part of the final word 
generated by 7c, then M writes B on the tape Ti and does not simulate the next 
rewriting procedure of Gi on z. Thus, in this case M only simulates the work of Gi in 
its final control by storing the actual nonterminal. The simulation of n by M runs 
synchronously, i.e. one simulation step of M consists of the simulation of one 
rewriting step of all the grammars Gi on all tapes Ti. The simulation runs in this way 
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until no nonterminal symbol is on the first tape T1 or at least one symbol from 
(Q1, . . . . Qm} appears on a tape. 
If no nonterminal symbol is on T,, then the content of T, is compared with the 
content of the input tape. If these contents are identical, then M accepts the input word. 
If the actual nonterminal of G,, YE{ 1,. . , m}, stored in the final control, is Qi, 
i~(l, . . . . m}, and both T, and K do not contain B, then the content of Ti is copied on 
the tape T, (the copy is laid on T, so that it starts on the position containing Qi). After 
this, M continues to simulate the work of G, from the nonterminal (the last symbol of 
the copy) and the whole content of z is rewritten by one symbol Si (the initial 
nonterminal of Gi). Now, M again nondeterministically decides whether the next 
word generated by Gi will be a subword of the final word or not. Depending on this 
decision M either simulates Gi on c or writes B on c. 
If the actual nonterminal of G, stored in the final control is Qi for some I’E{ 1, . . ., m> 
and exactly one of the tapes T, and Ti contains B then M halts and does not accept the 
input word (some of the nondeterministic decisions of M are incorrect). 
If the actual nonterminal of G, stored in the final control is Qi for some i~( 1, . . . , m}, 
and both tapes T, and 7; contain B, then M does not change the content of T, and it 
nondeterministically decides whether the next word generated by Gi will be a subword 
of the final word or not. Again, depending on this decision M either simulates Gi on z 
or writes B on 7;. In the case that several communication symbols appear simultan- 
eously, the transfer of the contents of the tape is made in an order such that a word 
ending with a symbol from (Q1, . . , Qm} . IS never transferred. Note that this is possible 
because the communication structure does not contain any cycle. 
Obviously, for each word u’EL(~) there exists a right sequence of nondeterministic 
decisions of M which leads to the generation of w on the first working tape T,. Since 
the communication structure of 71 does not contain any cycle, each symbol of the word 
w generated by 71 was copied at most m- 1 times from one tape to another tape. Thus, 
the simulation of 71 by M works in linear time. 0 
Finally, we let open the problem whether the general PCGS can be simulated 
nondeterministically in linear time. Some effort in this direction has been made in 
[l&7], where some PCGS with cycles in communication structures and with some 
additional restrictions are simulated nondeterministically in linear time. 
Another interesting question is whether ~(PCGS)ENLOG. If YES, then each 
PCGS can be simulated deterministically in polynomial time because NLOG G P. We 
only know as a consequence of Theorem 3.2 that 9’ (tree-PCGS) is included in P. 
4. Communication complexity hierarchies 
In this section we use the simulation result from Lemma 3.1 to get some strong 
hierarchies on the number of communication steps for tree-PCGS and its subclasses. 
Following Lemma 3.1, we have that LEy(tree- PCGS,(f(n))) implies L= L(M) for 
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a real-time nondeterministic (m - 1)-counter automaton M with 2f(n) reversals. Fol- 
lowing the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that M has the following property. 
(i) For any computation part D of M containing no reversal, the counters can be 
divided into three sets, S1 = {the counters whose content is never changed in D}, 
S2 = {the counters whose content is increased in D}, and S3 = {the counters whose 
content is decreased in D}, such that for each step of D one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(1) either no counter changes its content in the given step or 
(2) the counters from S1 do not change their contents, each counter in SZ increases 
its contents by 1, and each counter in S3 decreases its content by 1. 
So, property (i) of D means that, for any subpart D’ of D, there exists a constant d’ so 
that the volume of the change of the content of any counter in D’ is either + d’, or -d’, 
or 0. 
Now we use (i) to get the following result. 
Let L = {ail bil aizbi2 . ..aikbikc(k>l. ijgNforj~(l ,..., kj). 
Lemma 4.1. LE~(c-PCGS,(n))- urneN Y(tree-PCGS,(f(n)))for anyf(n)$S2(n). 
Proof. We first prove that LE_%‘(c-PCGS,(n)). In order to do it, it is sufficient to 
consider the following c-PCGS,(n) n=(G,, G2), where 
G,=({S,), {b}, is,), jsz+bSzl). 
We now prove the fact that L$ UmsN p(tree-PCGS,(S(n))) forf(n)#Q(n) by contra- 
diction. 
Let kY(tree-PCGS,(g(n))) for some MEN and some g(n)$Q(n). Following 
Lemma 3.1 we may assume that there is a real-time nondeterministic (m - I)-counter 
machine M which recognizes L with 2g(n) reversals, and, moreover, M has 
property (i). 
Let M have k states. To realize our proof we need to define the following notion. 
Let M read a group of k identical symbols in k steps. Clearly, there has to be a state 
q which will be entered twice or more in different configurations in this part of the 
computation consisting of k- 1 configurations. If two occurrences of the state q are 
adjacent (no further state q and no two equal states different from q occur in between) 
we say that the part of the computation from q to q is a cycle with the state 
characteristic q, reading head characteristic e, the number of symbols over which the 
reading head moves to the right in the cycle, and counter characteristics e,, . . , e,, 
where eiE[ - k, k] is the difference between the counter contents at the beginning and 
at the end of the cycle. The vector (q, e, e r , . . ., e,) is the characteristic vector of the 
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cycle. If all e,, . . . . e,_,E{O,h,--h) for some hE{l,...,e) we say that the cycle is 
(e,h)-regular. Note that every cycle of M between two reversals is a regular cycle 
because of property (i). 
The fact g(n)$Q(n) implies that for all no, HEN, there is n>no such that g(n)<n/d. 
We take n, = 2(k + l)j. 10, d = 8(k + 1)3, where k is the number of states of M. Thus, 
there exists an nE N, n3no, such that for any XFL, /xl= n, M has an accepting 
computation on x with at most g(n)<n/2(k+ 1)3 reversals. This implies that there is 
a word 
so that i,,=d/8 for each r~jl,..., n-l], d/43i,,ad/8, and lu’I=n (note that 
nd/4 < n < nd/4 + d/4). 
We consider the accepting computation C, of M on u’ which contains at most n/d 
reversals. Since n + 1 > 4n/d, there exists a jE { 1, . . , n) so that C,, contains no reversal 
in the part of the computation in which aijbiJ is read. Since ii> (k + 1)3, there are at 
least (k+ 1)2 disjoint regular cycles appearing by reading ai, (b’l). This implies that 
for some r,z,r’,z’Ejl,..., k) there exists an (r,r’)-regular cycle R of M appearing at 
least k times by reading LI~J and a (z, z’)-regular cycle X appearing at least k times by 
reading b’l. 
Thus, the computation C,,. on MI may be written as 
where C1, C,,, C2 are the parts of C,, on the words ailbil . U~J- 1 b’J- I, aiJbil, 
ail+lbiJtl . . ainbimc, respectively, and P,,, . . , Pk, Z,, . . . , Zk+ r are some parts (may also 
be empty) of the computation of M on a’Jb’J. 
We now show that the word 
is accepted by M (wl EL(M)) which is a contradiction with the fact that w,$L. To see 
this we write the accepting computation C,, of M on w: 
C,,,,=C1PoPl...PZ,RP,,+1...RPk~1RZo(X)”+’Z1XZ2...Zk-1XZkC2. 
C,, is an accepting computation on u‘r because of the following facts: 
(1) No counter is emptied in the part Co of C,$, and so no counter can be emptied in 
the part 
POP ,... Pz~RP,.+1...RPk_,RZo(X)“+‘Z1XZ2...XZk 
of C,, (because of property (i) of M). 
(2) After the computation 
CIPoP1...Pz,RPz,+,...RPk-,RZ,-JX)*’+’ 
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on w1 -is in the same configuration (the same state, the same contents of counters, the 
same postfix of the input word on the input tape) as it is after the computation part 
CIPORPIR...RPZRPZ+l...RPk_lRZOX 
of C, on w. 
Obviously, fact (2) is a direct consequence of (1) and some trivial computation about 
the contents of counters. 0 
Following Lemma 4.1 we get the following hierarchies on the communication 
complexity. 
Theorem 4.2. For any function f: N+N, f (n)$Q(n), and any MEN, m z 2: 
Y(one-way-array-PCGS,,,(n)))) c 6P(one-way-array-PCGS,(n)), 
Y(c-PCGS,(f(n))) c Y(c-PCGS,(n)), 
Y(tree-PCGS,(f(n)))c Y(tree-PCGS,(n)). 
Besides Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.3 claims a more important result, namely that no 
increase of the number of grammars and no increase of communication links in tree 
communication structure (i.e. no increase of the descriptional complexity under the 
tree communication structure) can compensate for the decrease of the number of 
communication steps (i.e. computational complexity). 
We now deal with PCGS whose communication complexity is bounded by a con- 
stant. Let 
Lk={ailbilai2bil+iz,..aikbil+i2+...+ikCIijEN forj=l,...,k}, 
for any kEN. 
Lemma 4.3. Lk~9(c-PCGSk+ l(k))- u meN =.Y(tw=PCW,Jk- 1)). 
Proof. To generate Lk, the following c-PCGS k+l(k), n=(Go,Gl, . . . . G,) can be used. 
Go=({S1,...,Sk+l,Q1,...,Qk}r{a},(S1}, 
{Si~aSi,Si~aQi,Sk+l-‘cI l<i<k)), 
Gj=((Sj,Sj+1},Ib},Csj},(Sj~bSj+,,Sj+,~bSj+,)), 
for all j= 1, . . ..k. 
We now prove by contradiction, that L,#Y(tree-PCGS,(k- 1)) for any rn~N. Let 
there be a tree-PCGS,(k- 1) generating Lk. 
Then there exists (following Lemma 3.1) a linear-time (m- 1)-counter automaton 
M recognizing Lk with at most 2(k- 1) reversals and k- 1 zero-tests. Moreover, M has 
property (i), and each zero-test of M coincides with a “lower” reversal of M. 
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Let M have s states. Choose l=(s+ l)j and consider the word 
w = a21b2’a2’ b4ia2’b6’, . a21b2klc. 
i.e. il = j2 = = ik = 21. 
The word w can be decomposed as 
where wi=a’b” and Ui= b”a’. As we can have at most 2(k- 1) reversals, there exists 
iE{l, . . ..k} so that no reversal occurs when reading the subword wi or Ui. 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we see that we can find constants r, z, r’, Z’E { 1, . . . , s} 
so that we can replace wi (or ui) by ~~=&~~‘b”+” (ui= hi’-“‘a’+“‘) obtaining 
I ~“=a w,ul . ..w.ui... w,bk’c, 
w ,, =n 1 WlUl . ..wiui... ’ wkbk’c, 
respectively, and M still recognizes the word obtained in this way. This further implies 
that w’ (or NJ”) belongs to the language Lk ~ a contradiction with the definition 
of .&. 0 
Theorem 4.4. For any positive integer k and any XE{C, tree, one-way array} we have 
6U(X-PCGSk+ ,(k- l))cY(X-PCGSk+ i(k)) and 
,I;‘, 9(X-PCGS,(k - l))cMvN Y(X-PCGS,(k)). 
An open problem is to prove hierarchies for more complicated communication 
structures. Some results in this direction have recently been established in [7]. 
5. Pumping lemmas and infinite hierarchies 
In this section descriptional complexity measures of PCGS are investigated. For 
PCGS with communication structures tree and dag, strong hierarchies on the number 
of grammars are proved. To obtain them, some pumping lemmas as lower-bound 
proof techniques are established. In the case of PCGS with communication structures 
arrays and rings, no such pumping lemmas are known. However, the infinity of the 
hierarchies of such PCGS on the number of grammars is obtained as a consequence of 
the following stronger result. There exist languages that can be generated by two-way 
array-PCGS, two-way ring-PCGS and one-way ring-PCGS but cannot be generated 
by any PCGS of smaller degree, regardless of the complexity of its communication 
graph. This also shows that in some cases the increase in the descriptional complexity 
(the number of grammars the PCGS consists of) cannot be compensated by any 
increase in the complexity of the communication graph. 
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Before entering the proof of the pumping lemmas, an ordering of the vertices in 
a directed acyclic graph is needed. 
Proposition 5.1. Let G=(X, r) be a dag, where X is the set of vertices and r the set of 
arcs. We can construct a function f: X-N such that for all x, YEX we have: 
f (x)af (y) implies that there is no path from y to x in the graph 7~. 
Proof. The function defined by ‘f(x) is the length of the longest path in G starting in 
node x” satisfies the requested condition. 0 
The classical proof of the pumping lemma for regular languages is based on finding, 
along a sufficiently long derivation, of two “similar” sentential forms. “Similar” means 
that the two sentential forms contain the same nonterminal, fact that allows us to 
iterate the subderivation between them arbitrarily many times. 
We use an analogous procedure for dag-PCGS. The difference is that, due to the 
communications we need a stronger notion of “similarity”. The first request will 
obviously be that the corresponding components of the two similar configurations 
contain the same nonterminal. Moreover, we require that, if communications are 
involved, the terminal strings are also identical. 
Definition 5.2. Let c1 =(x1 A 1, . . . . x,A,) and c2 =(y,B1, . . . . y,B,) be two configura- 
tions where xi, yi are terminal strings and Ai, Bi are nonterminals or A, for 1 6 id n. 
The configurations are called equivalent, and we write cl =c2 if Ai=Bi for each i, 
1 <i<n. 
Clearly, = is an equivalence relation. 
We consider a derivation according to z, D : c **cl S-* c2 a* c’, where c1 and c2 are 
defined as in the previous definition. 
Definition 5.3. The configurations c1 and c2 are called D-similar iff 
(i) c1 and c2 are equivalent, 
(ii) if a communication symbol Qi, 1 <i<n, is used in the derivation D between c1 
and ~2, then Xi=yi. 
We are now in a position to prove the pumping lemma for dag-PCGS. For the sake 
of clarity, the proof is splitted in two parts. The first result claims that in any 
sufficiently long derivation according to a dag-PCGS we can find two similar 
configurations. 
Lemma 5.4. Let 7~ be a dag-PCGS. There exists a constant qEN such that in any 
derivation D according to z whose length is at least q, there are two D-similar 
conjigurations. 
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Proof. Let rr=(Gl,G2, . . . . G,) be a dag-PCGS, where Gi =( I’N,i, C, Si, Pi). Denote by 
A the number of equivalence classes of the equivalence relation =. Clearly, 
A=fi (lv~il+l). 
i=l 
Let p denote the maximum number of productions in any of the grammars. 
Define recursively 
M,=A, 
Mj+l=A fi r:+Mj, 
k=l 
where, for each j, rjk, 0 < k <j, are defined as: 
r; =(p+ l)“J, 
Claim 5.5. For each j, 1 <j< n, in any derivation D of length Mj, where less than 
j communication symbols are used, there are two D-similar configurations. 
The claim will be proved by induction on j. 
Ifj= 1 then no communication symbols are used in the derivation D. The length of 
D is M 1 = A and therefore it contains A + 1 configurations. The number of equivalence 
classes of = is A, so the pigeon-hole principle says that there are two equivalent 
configurations in D. Obviously, they are D-similar as well, because no communication 
symbols appear during D. 
j++j + 1. Consider a derivation D of length Mj+ 1, where at most j different commun- 
ication symbols are used. If it contains a subderivation of length Mj, where less than 
j different communication symbols are used, we are through. 
Otherwise, all the subderivations of length Mj from D contain all j different 
communication symbols used in D. Let us denote by D’ the subderivation of D which 
starts after the first Mj steps of D. 
The derivation D’ contains A ni= 1 rr + 1 configurations. More than ni= 1 r; of 
them must be in the same equivalence class of =. 
We order the j communication symbols used in D, according to the values of the 
function f (see Proposition 5.1) of the corresponding grammars. Thus, the commun- 
ication symbols used during the derivation D are Qi,, Qi,_ I, . . . . Qi, where 
f(Gi,)~f(Gi,_ ,)a ... >f’(Gi,). The nearest occurrence of Qi, preceding any configura- 
tion of D’ must appear in one of the Mj predecessor configurations. Asf(Gi,) is the 
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minimum value among f(G,,), . . ..f(Gi.), it results that Gi, does not ask for strings 
from any other grammar during D. Therefore, in a single derivation step performed 
during D’, Gil can either use one of its p productions or remain unchanged. Conse- 
quently, there may exist at most (p+ 1) Mj different ii-components in the configura- 
tions appearing in D’. Define rf =( p+ 1)“~. It follows that there exist at most 
rj’ different ii-components in the configurations of D’. 
Assume that there are r;-‘, . . . . rj different possibilities for the components in 
positions ik_ i, . . . . ii, respectively, of any configuration of D’. Consider now the 
component in the position ik. The nearest occurrence of Qik preceding any configura- 
tion of D’ appears in one of the Mj predecessor configurations. After the communica- 
tion step demanded by Qik, the grammar Gi, returns to the axiom. In a single 
derivation step, G, may use one of its p productions, or remain unchanged, or 
communicate with one of Gi,, j< k. Indeed, recall that Gi, can ask only for strings 
generated by grammars G, withf(Gi,)>f(G,). Consequently, for the &-component we 
have 
different possibilities in any configuration appearing in D’. 
Counting the possibilities for all the components corresponding to Qij, . . . , Qi,, one 
gets nj,= 1 r; different possibilities. This means that we have at most fli,= 1 r’j config- 
urations along D’ which differ by at least one component whose corresponding 
communication symbol has been used in the derivation D’. As there are more than 
nj, = 1 r$ equivalent configurations along D’, an application of the pigeon-hole prin- 
ciple tells that we can find two D/-similar configurations. 
We now return to the proof of the lemma. 
From the claim it follows that in any derivation D according to rr of length at least 
M,, there are two D-similar configurations. Indeed, the maximum number of com- 
munication symbols that can occur in any derivation is n- 1: the communication 
symbols of grammars which have the in-degree zero do not occur. On the other hand, 
such a node with in-degree zero always exists in a dag. 
Taking now q= M,, the lemma is proved. 0 
The following pumping lemma shows that any sufficiently long word generated by 
a dag-PCGS can be decomposed such that, by simultaneously pumping a number of 
its subwords, we obtain words which still belong to the language. Due to the dag 
structure of the communication graph which allows a string to be read by more than 
one grammar (a vertex can have more fathers), the number of the pumped subwords 
can be aribitrarily large. However, the number of distinct pumped subwords is 
bounded by the degree of the dag-PCGS. 
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Lemma 5.6 (Pumping lemma for dag-PCGS). Let L be a language generated by 
a dag-PCGS of degree n > 1. There exists a natural number N such that every word XEL 
whose length is at least N can be decomposed as 
1 <cardip,, . . ..flm ,} <n. Moreover, ,for all s>,O 
~=~lPl ~~.%A’~,.,, 
where Bi#ifor rvery i, 1 <i<m, and 
the word 
CLlflf . . . %&l~,+ 1 
belongs to L. 
Proof. Let z=(Gi, . . . . G,) be a dag-PCGS like in the previous lemma. Denote by 
z the maximum length of the right-hand side of all productions. 
Claim 5.7. The length of‘any component qf‘u corzfigurution produced by 7c startingjhom 
the axiom in k derivation steps is at most z. 2’~ ‘. 
Proof. The claim can be proved by induction on k. 
If k= 1, then the claim obviously holds as 7c can produce in one step only words of 
length at most z. 
k++ k + 1. We consider a derivation according to rc which starts from the axiom and 
has k+ 1 steps. In the (k+ 1)th step, the length of any component c( is 
Ixld(cc’l+max{z, Ix’/)62.l~‘I=z.2~, 
where 12’1 denotes the maximum length of any component of a configuration that can 
be obtained after k derivation steps, starting from the axiom. The proof of the claim is 
complete. 0 
If we choose N = z. 2q- ‘, where q is the number defined in Lemma 5.4 and a word 
o! whose length is greater than N, then a minimal derivation D of c( contains at least 
q steps. 
According to Lemma 5.4 during this derivation occur at least two D-similar 
configurations c1 and c2 as shown below: 
(Sl,Sl,..., S”)**c~=(x,A,,.x~A~ )..., .X,.4,,) 
J*C~=(XiZ1‘4~,S~Z*A~, . . ..XnZnA.) 
**(r, . ..). 
If all the strings XiZi which occur in c2 and become subwords of c( later have the 
property zi - )_ then D is not minimal. Indeed, if this would be the case, the subderiva- 
tion between c1 and c2 could be eliminated - a contradiction with the minimality of D. 
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Consequently, there exist i,, . . . . &E{ 1, . . . . n}, such that 
zi, # 2, 1 f j < k, and XijZij, 1 d j < k, are exactly the terminal strings that have appeared 
in the components with the corresponding index of c2. Observe that we do not 
necessarily have ij # i, for j # p, 1 <j, p < k. Indeed, because of possible communica- 
tions, the same string Xi,Zi, originating from the ij-component of c2 can appear several 
times in ~1. 
By iterating the subderivation between the two D-similar configurations ci and c2 
s times, for an arbitrary s, we obtain a valid derivation for 
The word &) therefore belongs to L for all natural numbers s >O. The derivation 
between c1 and c2 can also be omitted and therefore U(O) also belongs to L. 
Note that we do not give an upper bound for k. This follows from the fact that in 
a dag a vertex can have more fathers. Consequently, a component XiZi can be read by 
more than one grammar and thus appear more than once in LX. However, the number 
of different words Zi, is at most n. Indeed, when iterating the subderivation ci =-* c2, 
we can only pump the zi)s already existing in some components of c2, i.e. at most 
n different ones. As explained before, because of the communications steps that occur 
after c2, some of the words zs can appear several times in LX(‘). 0 
An analogous pumping lemma can be obtained for tree-PCGS, but in this case the 
number of pumped positions is bounded by the number of grammars of the tree- 
PCGS. 
Lemma 5.8 (Pumping lemma for tree-PCGS). Let L be a language generated by 
u tree-PCGS. There exists a natural number N such that every word acL whose length is 
greuter than N can be decomposed us 
a=a,B1 ...a,P,a,+I, 
where 1:s m d n, pi # i for every i, 1 < i < m, and the word 
aIBs...a,IJia,+l 
belongs to L for all s 20. 
Proof. Similar to the one of the previous pumping lemma. The only difference is that 
in a tree no vertex can have more than one father. Consequently, a word Zi cannot be 
read by more grammars at the same time, which implies that no word z4 can appear 
twice in a as a result of a communication. The word zf can appear twice in a only if, by 
some coincidence, zi = zj for some indices i #j, i,j < n. We conclude that in the case of 
trees we can pump on at most n positions. Cl 
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As a consequence of Lemma 5.6, we can obtain a language that can be generated by 
a tree-PCGS but cannot be generated by any dag-PCGS of smaller degree. 
Theorem 5.9. For all n> 1, _Y(tree-PCGS,)-Y(dag-PCGS,- r)#8. 
Proof. Consider the language 
k+l ki2 L,={a, u2 . ..a.+“lk30}. 
The language L, can be generated by the tree PCGS n = (G r, . . . , G,), where 
Pr=(Sl+arSr, S,-)U,}U{Si-fUiQi+l(l <i<n-l), 
and therefore L,,E_Y(tree-PCGS,). 
However, L, cannot be generated by any dag-PCGS of degree n- 1 or smaller. 
Assume the contrary and let N be the number defined in Lemma 5.6. Consider the 
word 
a=uN+IuN+2 N + n 
1 2 . . . a, 
Following Lemma 5.6, the words x (” obtained from CI by pumping ur mosr n- 1 
difSerent subwords of it belong to L,. First, note that the only words that can be 
pumped are necessarily of the form a:, 1 d i d n. By pumping only n - 1 of them, the 
exponent of the letter which is not pumped will remain bounded, whereas the 
exponents of the pumped ones will grow arbitrarily large. This contradicts the form of 
the words in L,. Consequently, the language L, belongs to Y(tree-PCGS,)- Y(dag- 
PCGS,_ 1) which is therefore nonempty. 0 
The following infinite hierarchies are obtained as consequences of the previous 
result. 
Corollary 5.10. For all n > 1, Y(dag-PCGS,) - Y(dag-PCGS, _ 1 ) #@. 
Corollary 5.11. The hierarchy {?Y(dag-PCGS,)},, 1 is infinite. 
Corollary 5.12. For all n > 1, T(tree-PCGS,)- _Y’(tree-PCGS,_ 1 )#(k 
Corollary 5.13. The hierarchy {9?(tree-PCGS,)),> r is infinite. 
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In the remaining part of this section we consider some PCGS with communication 
structures for which no pumping lemmas are known, namely, two-way array, two-way 
ring and one-way ring-PCGS. The following theorem provides a language that can be 
generated by a two-way array-PCGS but cannot be generated by any PCGS of 
smaller degree. This shows that in some cases the increase in descriptional complexity 
cannot be compensated by an increase in the complexity of the communication 
structure. 
Theorem 5.14. For all m > 1, 
y(two-way array-PCGS,+,)-z(two-way array-PCGS,)#$. 
Proof. Let L be the language 
L={a;a;...a”,,/n31}. 
We prove first that L can be generated by a two-way array-PCGS consisting of m + 1 
grammars. Indeed, let rt = (G, , . . . , G ,,,+r), where the communication graph is a two- 
way linear array and Gi=(V,,i,C,Si,Pi), I<idm+l, 
~=(a,,%,...,%ll, 
V~,~=(S~,Q~,Z,Z’}U{X~I~~~~~~}, 
I/N,j={Sj,Qj-,,Qj+l, Yj}u(X~l l<k<2m) 
u(Xr+r (j,<k,<2m-j+l), for 2<j,<m, 
V N,m+l={Sm+l~ Q,,Z, Ym+I)u(Xi,+l I ldk62m}, 
P, ={SI-+uIQz, X;-qX;, S1-)uIu,...uz,Z’} 
u(Z-+Z’,Z’+I~}u{X~-+X~+‘(2~k<2m}, 
Pj=(Sj-‘X/!,Sj~U2j-1 Qj+,tSj+Qj-l,Sj+Yj, Yj+J’j] 
v{X;+X;+‘( 1~k<j-l1u{Xj+,-,u,~Xjj+‘:~ 
u{X~+,-+X~,f,‘~j+1~k~2m-j} 
u{X~+X,k+‘~2m-j+l<k<2m-l} 
U~Xfm~Xf,X,~m~U2j_2U2j_1Qj+l}r for allj, 2<j<m, 
P m+l=fSm+l~Xrfi+l,Sm+l-Qm,Sm+l~Ym+l, Y,n+~-sYm+~, 
X~“,,-,X~+,,X~‘:,~a,,Z~ 
ulXtl+l -X:1: ( l<k<2m, k#m}. 
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For proving that L E L(n) we show that, for every n, the word a; a;. . .a’&,, can be 
generated by IL 
Claim 5.15. For ull ntzN there exists a derivation 
D: (S1,S2,S3, . . ..S.+l)~*(alQ2,a;a;X:,a;a”,X:, ...,al,-l&,X,!,+l) 
according to 7~. 
The claim will be proved by induction on n. For n=O, we can construct the 
derivation 
We now suppose that there exists a derivation D, 
We construct a valid derivation D’ for the configuration 
The idea of the construction is the following. We add a subderivation to the 
derivation D so that every component, except the first one, will have in the end the 
exponent increased by one. The increasing of the exponent implies the catenation of 
one letter on the left-hand side of the terminal word, and one on the right-hand side. 
This would not be possible in an ordinary regular grammar, where the letters are only 
added to one end. Using the communication, letters can be added here to both ends of 
the terminal word of some component. This is done first by communicating the word 
to the left component. Together with the communication symbol, a letter is produced, 
which means it is catenated to the left end of the word. Afterwards, working in this 
auxiliary component another letter is produced, which means it is catenated to the 
right. Finally (after the change has been made in all components), the new word is 
communicated back to the original component where it belonged. 
This procedure can be applied in a chain, from left to right, using the fact that we 
have one grammar for which we do not need to change the word, i.e. we have an 
auxiliary place. After all the needed letters are produced, the new strings are in 
components situated to the left of their original ones. Then beginning with the mth 
component, the strings are moved one position to the right, and the required 
configuration is obtained. Special attention is to be paid to the components in the 
“waiting status” because the changing of the string is only done for one component at 
a time. Therefore, until the turn of a particular component to be communicated 
comes, only renamings are performed in it, the upper index of the nonterminals Xj, 
1 <j < m + 1, 1 < k < 2m + 1 counting the “waiting” steps. 
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The derivation D’ has therefore the following form: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
u j- 1 rewriting steps and 
j - 1 communication steps 
(a;“&” X1,...,a2j-lQj+,,an2j-lXjj+l,...,a”2m-la~mx~+,) 
IJ communication step 
(a~+‘a~+‘X~, . . ..UZj+_l.UZjXj+,,Sj+l, ...,uLlan2mX~+l) 
u rewriting step 
j+ 1 
(a;+’ a”,+’ X2 , . . ..a~.tl,a;f’X~~:, a2j+l Q j+23 ..,,a”2m-lalm xrl, 
U* 
m-j communication steps and 
m -j- 1 rewriting steps 
(a~+1a~+1X~,...,a~fl1a”,f’X,~+,,a~j=l1a~jitl2Xjm+2,...,Sm+1) 
JJ rewriting step 
(a~+‘a~+‘X~+l ,..., 2, 1 2, a”?_’ ant ’ X,?++ll 
II+1 II+1 In+1 
,azj+l%j+zXj+2 > . . ..Qm) 
U* 
m communication steps and 
m- i rewriting steps 
2m 
(Si, ...,a;Jt_l3alj+-12Xj ,an2i’_‘la2f1Xj2tml,.,.,aZ~lla”2~’X~”,l) 
lJ rewriting step 
(alQ2,...,a~~~,a~~~2Xf,a~~~la~~‘X~+,,...,a~~!la”,~1X~+~). 
We have found a derivation according to n for the configuration required by the 
induction step; therefore the claim is proved. 
The membership of the word a;a; . . . a;, in L(7r) for every n> 1 now follows from 
the claim. Indeed, we replace the last step of the derivation D (in which a new round is 
started) with a subderivation which plays the role of collecting all the strings in the 
first component, in the correct order: 
(Sl,SZ, . . ..&+1 )**(Sl,a;dZ2 2m,a;an4X32m ,..., a”z,_la”2,X,2’:1) 
= (alQ2,alal”a3Q3,a3a4 “+‘a5Q4, ...,a~m_la~~‘Z) 
~*(a;+‘a”2+‘...a~~‘,a”2~‘Z,S2 )...) S,,,) 
* (a;+lu;+l ...a”z~!la”z~‘Z’, Y, ,..., Y,+l) 
3 (al+‘a;+’ n+l nt1 ...a2m-la2, , Y 2, ..‘, Ym+l). 
The converse inclusion follows because, except the alternative of stoping the 
derivation, the use of productions other than the ones we have actually applied leads 
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to the blocking of the derivation (either by introducing nonterminals that cannot be 
rewritten or by introducing circular communication requests). This implies that the 
only words that can be generated by the PCGS 7c are the ones of the form a”, a;. . . a;,. 
We have therefore proved that L(R)= which 
1 ). 
It has been proved in [14] that the language L cannot be generated by any PCGS 
with m grammars, regardless of the shape of its communication graph. 
Consequently, we have shown a stronger result than the one stated in the theorem. 
For all m > 1 there exists a language that can be generated by a two-way array-PCGS 
of degree m + 1 but cannot be generated by uny PCGS of smaller degree. 0 
Corollary 5.16. The hierarchy {9(two-way array-PCGS,)},, 1 is irlfinite. 
Corollary 5.17. The hierarchy {L$‘(two-way ring-PCGS,)f,> 1 is infinite. 
Proof. A two-way array is a two-way ring where one of the arcs is deleted. Conse- 
quently the previous theorem holds also for two-way rings. 0 
The language used in the proof of Theorem 5.14 can be used to show that the 
hierarchy of one-way ring-PCGS, relative to the number of the grammars in the 
PCGS, is infinite. When constructing the one-way ring-PCGS which generates the 
language, special care is needed for synchronization problems. 
Theorem 5.18. For all m 3 1, 
y(one-way ring-PCGS,. 1 ) - Y(one-way ring-PCGS,) # 8. 
Proof. Consider the language L from the proof of Theorem 5.14. We show in the 
following that L can be generated by a one-way ring-PCGS rc of degree m+ 1, where 
the sense of the arrows in the ring is clockwise and 
~=(G~,Gz,...,G,+~), 
Gi=(~~.i,C,Si,Pi), 1 di<m+ 1, 
C={a,,a 2, ...,aZm), 
V,,,=(S,,Al,Q,,Z,Z’}u(XzkIl~k~m+lf 
u~B~)2~k~m+l)u~Y~~2~iirn+11, l<k<m2~, 
V,,j=jSj,Aj,Qj+1}U(XrI l<k<,j}u{BjkIl,<k<,j) 
u{XJ+~ /j<kkm+l)u(Bj+, lj+l dkdm) 
u{Yk(2<i<m+l, ldk<m’), 2<j<rn, 
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V N,m+l={Sm+l~ C,C’,Z,Q~}u{X:+, I Ekdm} 
u(Bzl+l (l<kdm}u{Yikl2 ~i<rn+ 1, 1 Gkdm’}, 
P1={SljalA,,A,jQ,,x:~a,B22,B:-+x22) 
u{xt~B:+‘,B~+‘~X~+‘/2dkdm} 
u{X,“f l +Y;}u(Y;+Y;+l ) 1 <k<m’, 2<ibm+l} 
u{S1+Q2,Z-*Z’, Z’+A}, 
j+l> B j+l B;,f; -xi+‘:} 
u{X~+~+B~~+~,B~+~-+X~~~ Ij-ck<m} 
~{Xj”,‘,‘-tY~+,~u{Y~~Y~~‘(1~k~m~, 26i<m+l) 
~{S~~Qj+~}~{Yjm2~Bj’}U{Y~2~Qj+~}~ 2<jdm, 
P rn+l=(Srn+l~B~+1,B~+l~X~+l} 
u{X~+,~B~=:,B~=:~X~=: [X:1: I1 <k<m} 
ufS,+, +C,C’+C’, C'-Q,>u(S,+I*Q,) 
u{ YF-+Yf+’ / 1 <k<m2, 26i<m+ 1) 
u{Y::r&+~,Y,rn:~+Zj. 
The proof of the fact that L = L(n) is similar to that of Theorem 5.14. We omit the 
proof and explain instead in an informal way how the one-way ring-PCGS works. 
The main idea is that each grammar Gj+ 1, 0 <j < m, has to produce a sentential 
form &j_ 1 &jD for any n, where D is an arbitrary nonterminal. In order to increase 
the exponent of a2j, a rule of Pj+ 1 can be used. In order to increase the exponent of 
U2j_ 1, the sentential form is communicated to the left grammar, i.e. Gj, and a rule of Pj 
produces the necessary a,j_ 1. The communication to the left is always possible 
because the communication graph is a one-way ring where we considered the sense of 
the arrows to be clockwise. 
Two problems occur in performing the above-described operation. The first one 
appeared already in the two-way array. It refers to the fact that the changing of the 
strings azj- 1 U2j is done successively not simultaneously. This means that the compo- 
nents in the waiting status have to perform only renamings. In order to preserve the 
synchronization of the exponents, the upper indices of the nonterminals Br and 
XT will count the steps. This helps also to prevent communications from occurring at 
undesirable moments: only components with certain upper indices can be rewritten in 
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1 UljD has been accomplished for all j, the sentential forms are all in the wrong 
position. More explicitly, they are shifted one position to the left. In order to be able to 
repeat the process, the sentential forms have to return to their old positions. This 
cannot be accomplished by a shift to the right, because the ring is one-way. Therefore, 
we have to rotate all components m positions to the left in order to obtain the 
changing of the position of WE of the components to the right. At this moment the 
nonterminals Yk enter the stage. The most important thing about them is the upper 
index which counts the number of steps and which can be updated in any grammar, as 
long as it is smaller than m2. They can be changed into Bf only after all the 
components have reached their correct places, i.e. m rotations for each of the m gram- 
mars have been performed. The upper index takes care of the fact that no undesired 
rule is applied. Indeed, if this would happen, then Y would reach its grammar with 
wrong index, and the derivation would be blocked. 
At the end of the derivation, we want to collect all the strings in the grammar G1. 
This is done by simultaneously producing communication symbols in all the gram- 
mars. This will, in turn, trigger a chain-communication whose effect will be the 
catenation of the strings U;j_ I a;j in the correct order into G1. 
The above explanations show that L=L(rc). In [14] it has been proved that 
L cannot be generated by a PCGS with m components, regardless of the shape of its 
communication graph. Consequently, for any m > 1 we have found a language L that 
can be generated by a one-way ring-PCGS with m-k 1 components, but cannot be 
generated by any PCGS of smaller order. This result implies the relation required by 
the theorem. 0 
Corollary 5.19. The hierarchy {Z(one-way ring-PCGS,)),, 1 is injinite. 
The study of hierarchies on the number of grammars for PCGS with other 
communication structures (planar graphs, hypercubes, etc.) remains open. 
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